
WELCOME TO THE BMS MEETING!
Thursday 26 May 2022



NEXT AWARDS

Q2 APRIL – JUNE 2022 
• Submissions open: 1 July 
• Submissions close: 22 July
• Awards announced: w/c 2 August



EVENTS

Early Bird offer ends 27 May 
(tomorrow!)

Get a BMS discount using 
BMSMP22 – like using the 
Early Bird at any time

For group booking discounts, 
contact 
Emma.Lowe@thebookseller.com





AWARDS: SEASONAL & SPOTLIGHT 
Q1 JANUARY – MARCH 2022

Judges:
• Miriam Robinson: Chair of Judges
• Laura di Giuseppe: Publishing and Marketing Consultant
• Rosie Beaumont-Thomas: Prize Manager, Women’s Prize
• Anna Chapman: Senior Strategist, 21st Century Brand
• Georgina Atwell: Founder, Toppsta
• Lynsey Passmore: Founder, Bazowie



MULTI-TITLE CAMPAIGN Q1 
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Collins Puzzle Book Week
Marta Juncosa, Collins

‘The judges were impressed by the way in 
which this campaign coordinated activity 
across the publisher’s adult and children’s 
teams by creating a new umbrella brand to 
focus consumer activity. 
Smart use of internal channels and online 
influencers increased sales and newsletter 
sign-ups, providing a template for future 
collaboration.’



MULTI-TITLE CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER

Penguin Audio Bestsellers
Carmen Byers & Laura Ingate, PRH Audio

‘This was a masterclass in audiobook 
marketing. A cohesive branding campaign, 

carefully orchestrated and impeccably 
executed on targeted channels from social 

advertising to influencer outreach, with clear 
benchmarks and control measures in place. 

Directing traffic to the publisher’s splash 
pages was effective in creating retargeting 

groups to ensure they interacted with the 
most engaged consumers.’



GUERRILLA CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED

The Keeper of Stories
Emma Petfield & Sara Roberts, One More Chapter (HC)

‘This eBook campaign pulled out all the stops to 
ensure cut-through and sales, from physical proof 
drops to rigorous testing, not to mention the clever 
pricing which required nerves of steel.’



GUERRILLA CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER

They
Rachel Darling, Faber

‘This marketer called on concise copy, 
haunting graphics and an innovative use 

of their own channels to bring a title to 
readers that had been lost for decades. 

With minimal budget this campaign 
created something pitch-perfect and 

attention-grabbing that delivered impact 
and incredible ROI.’



CHILDREN’S CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED

The Hatmakers
Michelle Nathan, PRH Children’s

‘From the outset, it was clear that securing the coveted 
Waterstones Book of the Month was the perfect partner for 
this magical, middle grade debut. 
With a clear objective and a modest budget, this campaign 
really supported booksellers with creative and personalised 
assets for maximum impact.’



CHILDREN’S CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER

Loki
Jill Kidson, Josh Alliston, Jo Humphreys-Davies & John Moore, Walker Books

‘This carefully thought out, meticulously executed campaign 
catapulted the book onto the bestseller list, making it the 

standout middle-grade title of 2022. 
With clear audience segmentation, seamless coordination 

across the business and a plethora of assets for bookshops and 
schools, the team have successfully established a fun and 

engaging new children’s series loved by readers young and old.’



YOUNG ADULT Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED

If This Gets Out
Alex Haywood, Hachette Children’s

‘The campaign for the release of this book had great 
execution and creative elements, including a 
backstage pass with QR code linking to a Spotify 
playlist, targeted bookseller outreach and a 
successful TikTok promotion targeting the YA and 
LGBTQ+ audience.’



YOUNG ADULT CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER

Daughter of the Moon Goddess
Maddy Marshall, HarperFiction

‘An immensely successful and creative campaign which 
embraced the USP of the book and delivered fantastic 
results. From a well-executed calendar of activities at 
Waterstones to drive pre-orders, to a targeted TikTok 

activation (perfect for the YA segment), the campaign 
delivered the biggest fantasy debut of the year! 

Very creative, perfectly executed, reached the right audience 
on a limited budget, delivering excellent results in particular 

in the pre-order stage.’



DEBUT CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Pandora
Sophie Painter, Vintage

‘This was a well planned, creative campaign that used the 
book’s beautiful cover to engage influencers and 
booksellers alike. 
Plans were adaptable, factoring in the constant shifting 
COVID landscape and the cross-channel promotional 
activities were audience focussed, covering everything 
from key charms to vase painting!’



DEBUT CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER

The Maid
Maddy Marshall & Sarah Shea, HarperFiction

‘An expertly executed campaign, from the relentless 
copy testing to the highly creative influencer activity, all 

tied together with a solid core and a consistent, 
arresting aesthetic. 

We particularly loved the second phase, which gave 
new life to the book post-launch while admirably 

maintaining the campaign’s defining concept.’



ADULT NON-FICTION CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED

This is Vegan Propaganda
Jessica Cselko, Ebury

‘This book needed to make a strong impact so 
it could capitalise on Veganuary, rather than 
getting caught up in the noise. 
Their solution was a punchy cover, 
provocative messaging and a focused 
campaign targeted at a wider ‘non-vegan’ 
audience beyond the author’s loyal fanbase. 
The result? Impressive sales figures for a 
modest budget.’



ADULT NON-FICTION CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER

Fitwaffle’s Baking It Easy
Abby Watson, Ebury 

‘There was nothing easy about this campaign, but the 
open and flexible attitude of the team was impressive. 

More than once they changed tack, such as discovering 
that Instagram was better for conversion (even for a 
TikTok influencer) or turning an ad budget error into 

driving a ‘can’t miss out’ mentality.’



ADULT FICTION CAMPAIGN Q1
HIGHLY COMMENDED

Still Life
Liv Marsden, 4th Estate

‘This campaign built beautifully in the 
success of its hardback with an eye-catching 
and note-perfect creative, consistent 
messaging and bookseller engagement.’



ADULT FICTION CAMPAIGN Q1
WINNER

Love Marriage
Celeste Ward-Best & Emily Moran, Little, Brown

‘This team were determined, dynamic and innovative, their 
audience targeting was on-point; and at no point did they 

depend on their author's previous successes, but instead built a 
beautiful campaign that led to jaw-dropping results.’





AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT Q1

House of Sky and Breath
Beth Maher & Amanda Shipp, Bloomsbury

‘We loved the way this team approached the tricky second book 
challenge by focusing on the recruitment of adult fantasy readers 
to Book 1, positioning this title as the unmissable next instalment. 
Most compelling was their decision to target fantasy audiences on 
VOD, based on the insight that viewing was up 65% since the 
pandemic. A smart and effective campaign that achieved the 
author her first Sunday Times No.1.’



INNOVATION Q1

The Atlas Six
Ellie Bailey, Becky Lushey & Andy Joannou, Pan Macmillan

‘Originally self-published, this book already had an army 
of readers. And yet this campaign turned them into brand 

advocates, buying the book again and pre-ordering the 
sequel, ensuring this debut got to No.1. 

The team used their insight to create a suite of marketing 
materials, including an Instagram filter to spread that 

engagement and create a platform that will pay 
dividends for future publishing.’



CREATIVITY Q1

Luster
Gabriela Quattromini, Picador

‘A full year after its hardback release, this 
paperback campaign put women of colour at the 
heart of the creative brief, and made use of every 
opportunity it presented. 
This talented marketer clearly had a lot of fun 
while delivering a clever and creative campaign.’



GRAFT Q1

The Leviathan
Amy Donegan & Ella Harold, Raven Books (Bloomsbury)

‘Tailored messaging for each retailer and 
audience made this campaign stand out to the 

judges, especially the creativity with which they 
worked with Independent Bookshops. 

The detail in each package was immense, and 
they were flexible with their messaging which 
ensured they were engaging their audiences.’



HAVE A GOOD EVENING!
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